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From: Tandy Walker [mailto:tandyw@flash.net]
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:01 PM
To: Tandy Walker <tandyw@flash.net>
Subject: 73 PT-19 Covering the Fuselage

Fairchild PT-19 Military Trainer

November 15, 2012
This Unlike the domestic tissue, the Esaki tissue seems to hold together really well when it is damp.
The PT-19 fuselage is going to have to be covered in sections and in most cases probably covered wet.
Before I started yesterday afternoon, I asked the master FAC modeler Mike Midkiff if he agreed and
did he have any covering input he might have that would help me? Mike responded as follows:
Tandy
I would cover the fuselage in this manner: (1) Cover bottom rear in one piece wet from longeron to longeron
with grain running the SHORT way. (2) Cover rear sides from fillet to stern post with one piece each wet. (3)
Cover turtle deck from rear cockpit to stab LE one piece with grain running SHORT way. (4) Next cover front
bottom then 2 sides grain either way. (4) Last top front open structure. (5) After all is done cover all wood
areas by fitting tissue to butt edges not over lapping as on longerons.
Grain short way lessens tissue pulling structure. To wet the tissue, I usually use a fine water spray, spraying
on the underside prior to setting tissue in place………………Mike

Beginning with Step (1), a piece of blue Esaki tissue was cut to size with grain running crosswise. A
small hole was made at the rear end for the tail wheel wire landing gear to go through. Then the dull
side of the tissue was sprayed with distilled water and it was put on the bottom rear shiny side up. The
wire landing gear was carefully slipped through the hole and tacked the tissue down with 50/50 clear
dope at the back end. Then the tissue was pulled forward and tacked it down on the bottom of the two
fillets. The wet tissue was then pulled and worked over to bottom longerons. The tissue had to be resprayed with distilled water several times as it kept trying to dry out. Surprisingly enough you can pull
on the tissue quite a bit without it tearing. Work on the tissue was continued until most of the wrinkles
were out. The small ones that were still there came right out when the tissue dried. One coat of 25/75
clear dope was brushed on and let it dry. As you can see in the picture below, this section of blue tissue
turned out well.
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The bottom piece of tissue had to be cut at the fillet in order to come up on the bottom longeron. So
the apex of the fillet had to be covered with a triangular piece of tissue as shown below. One more
piece of tissue was used to cover up the upright as shown below.

So far today, the right side has been covered and doped as part of Step (2) as shown below. The grain
was lengthwise on this panel since Mike did not specify which way it should be.
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Covering with Esaki Japanese tissue is taking a bit of getting use to in order to get the hang of it.
However, I will preserver until I get this fuselage completely covered with blue
tissue……………………………………Tandy

Tandy C. Walker
3602 Lynnwood Drive
Arlington, TX 76013-1120 USA
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